
Percy Jackson and Greek Mythology

Greek Myths
We'll be reading D'Aulaires Book of Greek Myths for the first month of classes.  We need to be
familiar with the stories of the gods and goddesses before we start the Percy Jackson books. If

you have chosen not to purchase this book, that is okay. I will provide online links to stories that
students can read, it’s just that the D’Aulaire book does a great job of introducing the subject. 

The next month we will be reading the Odyssey books, which gives us a quick overview of Hero’s
of the Ancient World. 

Again, familiarity with these will increase the kids enjoyment of the Percy Jackson books...along
with increasing literacy in general, as elements of these stories are frequently alluded to in adult

literature.

The Date given is the date the homework was assigned. It is due the next week. Each week there
will be a reading and a journal question, that will be answer in the journal that we made in class. 

Sept.    2 D”aulaire's book.  Pages 1-37
Journal Question:  In Ancient times, the Greeks had gods for many important forces in 

their lives -- the sea, thunderstorms, farming, music, medicine, poetry, archery, etc. Why do you think 
they imagined many different gods rather than just one? Would this make life more confusing or less 
confusing?

Sept. 9   D”aulaire's book.  Pages 38-81
Journal Question:  Do you think Prometheus did the right thing?

Sept. 16   D”aulaire's book.  Pages 82-122
Journal Question:  Which Muse would you want to be your friend?

Sept. 23   D”aulaire's book.  Pages 123-161
Journal Questions: If someone granted you immortality (being your present age, just as you are,

forever) would you take it? Think of as many pros and cons as you can.

Sept. 30   D”aulaire's book.  Pages 162- end of the book
Journal Question: Humans have always wondered what happens after death. The Greeks 

believed in the Underworld ruled by Hades. Do you have a personal belief about whether there is life 
after death? 

The Hero's
For the next month we will be reading Mary Pope Osborne's books...Tales from the Odyssey.  You
will need Part One and Part Two. Each of the parts contains three 'books'.  
Or you can use any other book that tells the Tale of The Odyssey by Homer, or read the stories 
online. 

Oct. 7  Tales from Odyssey Book One: One Eyed Giant  Book Two: Land of the Dead
Journal Question:  What is the most dangerous thing you’ve ever done? Did you do it 

intentionally or was it unplanned?



Oct. 14  Tales from Odyssey  Book Three: Sirens and Sea Monsters Book Four: Gray Eyed Goddess
Journal Question: We’ve met many monsters so far, which one is your favorite and why?

Oct. 21  Tales from Odyssey  Book Five: Return to Ithica  Book Six: Final Battle
Journal Question: From the stories we’ve heard so far… what do you think about how women 

and daughters were treated in the stories?

And now we are ready to jump into the Percy Jackson Books.  First up is The Lightening Thief.

Oct. 28  The Lightening Thief  Chapters 1-5
Journal Question: Have you ever been treated unfairly by a teacher (or parent, or other adult)? 

Describe the circumstances and why you considered the treatment unfair.

Nov. 4   The Lightening Thief  Chapters 6-11
Journal Question:  Young children often imagine that their parents aren’t really their parents. 

What would it be like if you suddenly found out that you had a “real” father or mother you never knew 
about? What if this person was extremely rich and powerful – would you accept them as a parent?

Nov. 11  The Lightening Thief  Chapters 12-16
Journal Question: Have you ever been to summer camp? If so, describe what you did or did not 

like about it. If not, imagine and describe what you think a typical summer camp would be like – any 
impressions from television or movies?

Nov. 18   THANKSGIVING BREAK

Nov. 25   The Lightening Thief  Chapters 17-22
Journal Question: Does your family have a favorite or traditional place to spend vacations? If 

so, describe it. If not, where would you most like to take a vacation if money was no object? 

Dec. 2   Cabin project
This week there is no reading or journaling questions. Instead kids will be creating 

their cabin at camp. Each student has been claimed as a child of the big 12 and has now learned 
something about their ‘parent’. Each of the cabins reflects the character of the ‘god’ whose 
children live there. Take a shoebox, and convert it into the cabin that they live in at camp. Have 
fun with this!  

Dec. 9  The Sea of Monsters  Chapters 1-5
Journal Question: Have you ever been the "new kid" in school? If so, how did it feel? If not, 

have you ever had a new kid come into your school? What it easy for them to fit in or not?

Dec. 16   The Sea of Monsters  Chapters 6-10
Journal Question:  Have you ever been bullied or treated mean by someone older than you? In 

your school, do the upper grades ever pick on the lower grades? Give examples, or if you do not think 
this is the case, explain why.

Dec. 23  CHRISTMAS BREAK
Dec. 30  CHRISTMAS BREAK



Jan. 6  The Sea of Monsters  Chapters 11-15
Journal Question: Has someone ever protected you from danger? Have you ever protected 

someone else? Think of an incident and describe it.

Jan. 13  The Sea of Monsters  Chapters  16-20
Journal Question: Many of the campers at Camp Half-Blood have their own magic item. 

Clarisse has an electric spear. Annabeth has a baseball cap that turns her invisible. What magic item 
would make sense for Percy, as the son of the Sea God? Design your own magic item.

Jan. 20   End of book Project 
This week there is no reading or Journal Question.  Instead kids will make a poster of one 

of the monsters encountered in the books.  Posters should include: A visual of the monster, a 
summary of how the monster came into the story and was dealt with, and a humorous part of the 
story...there almost always is one. :) 

Jan. 27  The Titan's Curse  Chapters 1-5
Journal Question: We’ve learned a little bit about Luke, what do you think about him now?  Do 

you think he’s basically good, just confused...bad and evil….or perhaps deceived?

Feb. 3  The Titan's Curse Chapters 6-10
Journal Question:  Have you ever had a fight with your parent? What was it about? How did 

you resolve the problem?

Feb. 10  The Titan's Curse  Chapters 11-15
Journal Question: “The best people get the worst luck.” Do you agree? Can you think of a time 

when something terrible happened to a good person? Conversely, do bad people have good things 
happen to them? 

Feb. 17  The Titan's Curse  Chapters  16-20
Journal Question: Annabeth says, “Even strength has to bow to wisdom.” Do you think that’s 

true? Would you rather be exceptionally strong or exceptionally wise?

Feb 24   End of book Project
Each student is to chose on of the Titans to create an oral report on.  This could be a 

speech, a power point, or drama. Students can choose how they will present their report, but it 
must be done orally in front of the class. This gives our students a chance to hone their public 
speaking skills while they learn from one another.

Mar 3   Battle of the Labyrinth Chapters 1-5 
Journal Question: When you choose teams for a sport or P.E. activity, would you rather pick 

them yourselves or have the coach do it? Why?

Mar 10   Battle of the Labyrinth Chapters 6-10
Journal Question: Many people have phobias. Fear of heights is one of the most common. Are 

you afraid of high places, or do you know anyone who is? Grover is afraid of being underground. What
about other phobias – do you have any?

Mar 17   Battle of the Labyrinth Chapters  11-15
Journal Question:  Describe a vivid dream you’ve had. If you honestly can’t remember any 



dreams, describe a dream you remember a friend or relative telling you about. Do you think dreams 
ever give important information?

Mar 24   Battle of the Labyrinth Chapters 16-20
Journal Question:  If you had the skill of Daedalus and could make any machine that you 

wished, what would you make

Mar 31  Project  Students will need to review the story well. In class this month our project will 
be a surprise. Students will be navigating a Labyrinth, and to proceed on their quest must answer
questions about the story. Train well heroes. 
            
Apr 7  The  Last Olympian  Chapters 1-6

Journal Question: Who is the most evil person you can think of -- from history or from current 
times? What makes this person evil? Can an evil person ever have good qualities?

Apr 14  EASTER BREAK

Apr 21 The  Last Olympian  Chapters 7-12
Journal Question: Annabeth says she wants to be an architect and build a monument that will 

last a thousand years. If you could be famous, what would you like to be remembered for?

Apr 28  The  Last Olympian  Chapters 13-18
Journal Question: You have been granted one magical item of your choice. What would this 

item be, and what power would it have? Explain your choice.

May 5  The  Last Olympian  Chapters  19-23
Journal Question: Is there anyone you would sacrifice your life for? Explain who and why.

May 12  Final Project.  For this project each student will be creating their own demi-god. Then 
write a short adventure about her/him.  Students will be given a form with necessary information
in class. 

May 19
  Finish your Demi-god projects.

May 26  Camp Half Blood party  Donations of blue food gratefully accepted. 


